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CHAPTER 34

Contract close-out and
lessons learned

34.1

Introduction
This chapter provides information, tools, techniques, and best practice on closing out the
contract activities and quantifying lessons learned, including:
• Types of termination and close-out
• Impacts on required actions
• Termination of relationship versus project
• Continuing obligations
• Records and knowledge capture
• Sample forms
A contract may end for a variety of reasons, including routine expiry; voluntary termination
by one or both parties; or disagreement. In this chapter we will look at the impact that
different types of closure have on the actions that must be taken. We will briefly touch on
the distinction between ending a relationship agreement and the completion or termination
of a specific project. We will also discuss the different ways a relationship agreement can
end – amicably, and otherwise.
Most contracts involve some level of continuing obligation even after they have been
formally terminated. The degree of such obligation will vary significantly depending on
the circumstances of the deal and the continuing significance of the product, service or its
related items – for example, intellectual property or usage rights.
We will also highlight and provide samples of forms that can be used to support a successful
and complete contact close-out. Finally, we will discuss the importance of capturing lessons
learned.
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This is a key best practice area: few organizations have succeeded in building a robust
approach or systems to ensure past mistakes are not repeated and past successes are
replicated. It is an area of growing focus, especially with the increasing mechanization of
contract management through new software applications.
This chapter will enable you to:
• Smoothly manage the contract close-out process;
• Understand the contract close-out and continuing obligations process; and
• Capture and use lessons learned for future use
Any close-out or termination takes proper planning and preparation. A key goal of this
chapter is to assist in ensuring all the necessary areas have been considered and the process
is managed smoothly. Advanced planners consider the events that will lead to or be
required by closure, and integrate them into the original contract documents. Planning
ahead for closure makes the process easier when it occurs.

34.2

Types of termination or close-out
Often contracts come to a close quite naturally, because the contract term has expired or
because final acceptance has occurred. Expiry can be by agreement or because one party
overlooks an obligation to notify the other of renewal, and sometimes the services continue
informally beyond this date until the passage of the expiry date is noticed. There are variants
to both of these events that will be discussed further later in this chapter.
In addition to these natural and harmonious close-out situations, there is also the question
of termination for cause or convenience. Although this may not be acrimonious or
represent a breach (indeed the US Uniform Commercial Code defines termination as a
legal ending to the contract where it has not been broken by either side), it is often the case
that some level of dispute accompanies termination. This may delay the close-out process,
or it may mean that there is litigation or quasi-litigation running in parallel to the close-out
procedures.

34.3

Final acceptance
Final acceptance applies when the contract is a project with milestones to be met. The last
milestone may be final acceptance, or there may be a review and final acceptance after
the last milestone is reached. The contract should clearly state whether final acceptance is
separate or included. An example of a separate final acceptance would be approval after
inspection of the finished product or system. Sometimes after successful performance tests
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final acceptance is preceded by provisional acceptance, which sets the clock ticking for
a period during which performance is monitored, in accordance with provisions in the
contract, successful completion of which then triggers final acceptance.
The terms for final acceptance and the actions resulting from it should be clearly spelt out in
the contract. In general, the Statement of Work (SOW), work order or specifications will be
the key documents to determine whether obligations have been met by both customer and
supplier, enabling contract close-out to proceed. If the final acceptance involves approvals
or certain steps, language covering remediation and re-examination may be included. It is
important to bear in mind that final acceptance documents need to be signed and formally
issued both to ensure records are complete and, in some circumstances, to enable the
supplier to present the documents to a bank or financial institution to release payment if
financial instruments like letters of credit or financing are being used.
Final acceptance can occur at three distinct levels: unconditional acceptance, partial
acceptance and total rejection.
An unconditional acceptance means the product or service has met the requirements
detailed in the contract and there should now be a smooth transition to close-out.
Partial acceptance indicates that there will be multiple steps to closure. If acceptance is
just partial, it can be because part of the product or service is accepted and, by definition,
other parts are rejected; or because certain steps must be accepted before continuing to the
next step. If the partial acceptance contains conditions, the supplier has some continuing
obligations in terms of actions that must be taken to meet the contract requirements and
terms. In this latter case, the contract will not be closed until such requirements have been
met or the parties have agreed changes that amend the deliverables.
While not an acceptance, total rejection (instead of partial rejection, the other half
of partial acceptance) can occur. In this scenario, the product or service has failed in
some fundamental way to satisfy contracted standards. Such situations typically lead to
disputes and claims, often initiated by both parties. It is obviously a failure in contract
and project management processes if total rejection occurs, certainly if it is in any sense a
surprise. But there have been instances where such rejection is relatively nebulous, where
a customer is simply looking for excuses because of changed needs or circumstances, or
revised requirements. It is experiences like this that have made suppliers extremely wary
and insistent on clear acceptance criteria that leave little room for doubt or subjective
interpretation
As final acceptance approaches, both sides must ensure they have reviewed and prepared
all requirements, test procedures, documentation etc. to avoid delays and to protect their
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position at this critical phase. Sometimes a ‘dry run’ is held internally or with both parties
to reveal potential issues that can be mediated before the final review.

34.4

Final acceptance: actions
Final acceptance will trigger a number of actions. Once the customer has confirmed that
the product or service is deemed acceptable, the supplier will prepare and present the
final payment request, if it is stated thus the terms of the contract that final payment is
dependent upon final acceptance. In other situations, the customer needs only to sign a
document indicating acceptance.
If the product purchase comes with ownership rights, the supplier will provide the
appropriate title documents. If product ownership will remain with the supplier, licenses
or use rights should be presented to the customer in order to use the product as agreed.
These rights may be contained in the original agreement or may be a separate document.
For example, if a software company and your company (as a customer) worked together
to develop a product, the software company will usually retain ownership of the product
and the right to license the product to other companies. You may have negotiated that
your company retains the right to use the product for a period of years upon completion
of development and final acceptance. Your acceptance starts the license period countdown
clock running.
In some instances the supplier may not be able to book the revenue on the project until
the customer officially documents unconditional acceptance. The customer’s acceptance
in this case enables the supplier to fully recognize the revenue on their books. Sometimes
the supplier will create a default condition that allows it to recognize the revenue if the
customer delays acceptance. This prevents a personality clash from resulting in punitive
action when there is no substantive basis to delay final acceptance.
In other instances the customer may have made the supplier purchase a bond or create an
escrow account as an insurance policy that the product would work as expected. Now that
the customer has formally accepted the product, the bond or escrow account can be closed,
and the liability of the supplier removed.
Once final acceptance and payment have occurred, the customer needs to ensure that the
supplier removes all liens and claims against its company regarding this product. All liens,
claims or liabilities need to be officially resolved. For example, a lien may exist against
hardware or other products to ensure payment for the goods, and otherwise the supplier
can take back the goods for non-payment.
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Expiry of term
A contract may expire naturally at the end of its stated term. This may be because the
contract covers a service or product that the customer does not intend to continue using,
or may have decided to replace. Or, the supplier has determined to stop producing the
product or providing the service now that the term has ended. If your business requires the
continuation of products or services, you need to be aware of the termination language in
the contract and whether there is a deadline by which you need to notify the supplier of
your intent to renew.
If you decide to continue the services or use of the product, you can simply replicate the
existing contract, if it was satisfactory, with updated timings and pricings. You may decide
that you want to change the terms of the agreement – for example, adding more options
or upgrading the underlying hardware or other devices – and as the supplier for the new
terms. You can also test the market by putting the contract out to a competitive bid, basically
revisiting the Request for Proposal (RFP) or Request for Information (RFI) process. Or you
may have gained the knowledge and skill to produce the product internally now, and thus
need only a transition of the service from the outside supplier to you.
If you choose to take the service in-house, well before the termination date of the agreement
you need to ask some questions, including:
• Are the internal resources in place to take over the responsibilities?
• Do they have what is needed to succeed?
However you choose to proceed, it is wise to have a succession plan in place before you
need it, and revisit it regularly during your risk assessment or project review meetings.
Especially if you are not continuing the agreement, you need to be prepared in case the
supplier simply walks away on the final day and leaves you without information or support.
You may also need a succession plan if you miss a deadline by which to advise the supplier
of your intention to renew the agreement, or if the supplier declines to renew under new
terms.

34.6

Termination
Termination implies that the relationship is ending before its natural, or originally
anticipated, end date. This is not simply expiry of the agreement, but requires an affirmative
action by one party. Termination may be for convenience, and the parties agree to part
ways or end the contract mutually. For example, you have decided to pay off a loan early,
since your research has shown that paying the early termination fees is more advantageous
than maintaining the loan.
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Of course, another reason for termination is Cause or Default, when one party may not
be happy. For example, a supplier has continually failed to deliver critical parts to your
organization on time, and in sufficient quantity for you to produce your product. Your
customers are not happy, and threaten to buy from another company. For this reason, you
may elect to terminate the agreement with your supplier and find another source of the
parts to keep your customers happy. It would be a Default if the supplier had committed
to provide the parts within a certain timeframe and failed to do so, or For Cause if the
supplier’s failure was causing harm because of your inability to meet customer orders.
The circumstances surrounding termination may significantly affect the way it is resolved
and the problems encountered as the parties work towards resolution. It must be
remembered that an acrimonious termination may be accompanied by threats of litigation
or actual litigation. What is done, what is said, what transpires, what records are maintained
or exchanged at this stage, may have critical impact on the outcome. Before moving to a
termination, you may wish to consult with your company’s executive team, financial office,
risk assessment group, and legal department.

34.7

Expiry of term or termination: actions
As described above, there are significant variations in how expiry or terminations can
occur and how they may progress, based on the circumstances involved and how the
parties communicate. When drafting your contract, ensure that the expiry clause covers all
known business requirements, reflects current business rules and processes, and projects
the needs at the end of the term. When you reach an expiry or termination point, you
should be prepared with a current understanding of business needs and appropriate plans
to move forward.
The Termination for Convenience section should cover a broad range of circumstances, but
no matter how creative you are, there still may be some exposure. Items to be considered
are:
• The time required for notice (Thirty days? Ninety days? Six months? One year?)
• To whom should notice be sent? Just to the person in charge of the contract, or also to a
corporate office or executive team member?
• What obligation would either side have upon the notice? Will there be a transition back
to the customer/customer, or to a third party?
• What money will be paid in relation to work performed up to the termination date and
in anticipation of the contract proceeding without such termination
• If the contract involves shipments of goods, what if a shipment is in process? Must it be
accepted or can it be rejected – and who pays for reshipment?
• If subcontracts, licenses or other commercial agreements associated with the contract
must be terminated early as a result, who pays the fees that may be charged?
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When terminating a contract for convenience, how you proceed may determine the ongoing
relationship with the other party and how future agreements are entered into, as well as
being affected by concurrent agreements with the other side. An objective and convincing
business case for terminating that agreement can preserve an ongoing relationship or keep
the way open for future efforts.
Termination for Cause clauses in the contract will stipulate basic procedures and usually
list the requirements that must be met before ‘cause’ is reached. For example, if you are
terminating for a late delivery, the clause might require that deliveries are regularly late, or
that the late delivery is more than a certain time period (two days? a week?) late. It may also
include a remediation clause that lets the other side repair the damage within a certain time
period, after which the notice of termination must be withdrawn.
The Termination for Cause language is a section where careful and thoughtful drafting
will produce metrics that can be accepted by both sides. As noted above, when instigating
the termination for cause, you may want to provide your legal team with all the necessary
background information, and obtain their good guidance before proceeding. Real or
implied litigation may result or be part of the exit strategy for you or the other party, and
you should be ready for it before sending the termination notice. In some cases, having
a list of actions that are considered a breach of the agreement and allowing mediation,
with termination possible only after a series of breaches, may be one way to prepare for
problems without risking litigation.
No matter what method is used for severing the contractual relationship, remember that
key issues should be addressed, including:
• Obligations to pay, including for work performed previously or which may need to be
performed as part of the termination activities
• Title and rights to goods and products produced in the course of the agreement
• Ownership of deliverables or work in progress
• Transfer of rights such as software licenses, designs, or rights of use
• Obligations to cooperate with the new supplier
For example, your contract with a supplier is expiring and the support of their product
is now going to fall to your help-desk people. Have they agreed to a smooth transfer of
documentation and knowledge to your internal employees? Have you mapped out a clear
process and schedule to accomplish a smooth and successful transition? What fallbacks
have you implemented to ensure that they keep up their side of the bargain? You might be
holding final payment until the help desk successfully handles a certain number of calls, or
has been error-free for a specified percentage of calls over a certain time period.
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Close-out - key risks after the delivery of the contract
After the delivery of what was agreed upon it is helpful to have a formal close out and to
identify key enduring terms, such as warranties, transition, insurance, confidentiality and
intellectual property clauses that need to be complied with in the future.
Contract closeout is the process of administratively closing a contract after it is completed;
including certifying that all services and deliverables are satisfactory and all costs have
been settled.
The desired output of this stage is a completed formal close-out process. This includes:
• a determination whether a number of issues have been met, such as whether all
deliverables have been met, payment made/received, whether enduring obligations/
rights have been listed etc (see below for a list of such issues); and
• the determination of ‘lessons learned’ so that these lessons can be used to reduce the
incidence of similar mistakes reoccurring.
What is the key risk?
Contract management activities do not usually abruptly end when the services/goods have
been delivered. There is a risk that a number of loose, but important, ends still need to be
tied up, and the process which does this is called ‘close out’.
It is a significant risk because the parties do not know what is left to be done.
Contract close-out is the most unheralded phase of the procurement process, yet, when
performed efficiently and effectively, it can protect the purchaser’s interests and free up
significant dollars for current-year program priorities.
How to overcome this risk
To get the best out of the close-out process begin preparing for close-out well before contract
completion. But first it is important to understand the two types of contract completion:
• Physical completion: Contracts are physically complete when contractors have rendered
all services and the buyer has accepted all documents, materials, data, and other
deliverables. But, often there are a number of issues still to complete.
• Administrative completion: Contracts are administratively complete when all
administrative activities have been accomplished, releases executed, and final payment
made. An incomplete contract file should not be closed: eg: the contract is in litigation/
under appeal or issues are still outstanding.
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Close-out procedure: summary
You should have a defined close-out procedure that you follow for each contract. This
should be stated in the contract and should be relevant to the goods or services contained
in that contract. Some of the typical activities include:
• Verifying physical completion of contract items
• Confirming completion of other term and condition obligations
• Ensuring that continuing obligations are enabled
• Obtaining necessary forms, reports, and clearances
• Resolution of outstanding claims or disputes
• Making or receiving final payment(s)
• A final documenting of the lessons learned
The exact process that you follow will depend on your organizational requirements and
contract structure. Whatever the process, ensure that all of the items that are required
(which may not include all the ones on the above list, or may include additional items
specific to your organization or the contract) have been reviewed and completed before
the contract is considered officially closed. See the IACCM library for sample checklists for
different relationship types.

34.9

Continuing obligations
Before termination, make a thorough review of the contract for areas where either side
has ongoing responsibilities, such as protection of data or intellectual property, that may
continue after the contract has ended.
Once you are no longer working closely with the other party, how do you protect your
data or intellectual property? For example, the contract stipulated that upon completion or
termination of the project that the proprietary data that you provided for development and
testing purposes is removed from their systems and that any backup media be purged of
the data. How will you ensure that it was actually done, or how will you obtain assurances
to that effect? Sometimes the contract requires that physical copies be returned, and an
affidavit that ephemeral copies (such as software) have been destroyed.
Or a different example: What if a supplier fails to produce the product that the customer
designed and developed? If the customer terminates the production contract, what steps
are being taken to ensure that all proprietary information, designs, specifications, etc.
are returned from the supplier and will not fall into competitors’ hands? The Intellectual
Property and Confidential Information clauses of the contract should spell this out, and be
executed at this time.
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Royalties and license fees
Sometimes the end of a project for one group is the beginning of a project or task for
a different functional area. Suppose your marketing team has just developed new brand
licensing agreements with other suppliers, representing significant additional revenue for
your company. As the contracts and marketing team disbands, happy in the knowledge
that they have developed a successful brand, the accounting department must determine
how they are going to collect and process (or calculate and pay) the license fees that will
be generated.
In another example, after a product is accepted a warranty period may start. In some cases
a warranty requires no commitment on the customer, but other times the warranty does
require action or commitment on the customer’s side. Customers should have a process in
place so that the company does not invalidate the warranty. For example, a large piece of
equipment is warranted against defects for five years as long as it is shut down and routine
maintenance performed quarterly. Is that requirement communicated to the production
managers, and do they have the machine scheduled for maintenance as required on their
production schedules?
Software companies will often introduce product updates, upgrades, and new versions,
requiring a company to keep up with its release and patch schedule, or to maintain a small
difference parameter (usually called “n-1”), or the software company will not support
the product. This may require a great deal of planning to effectively comply with, as user
notifications and coordinated scheduling may be necessary to minimize the impact of a
new release or patch on the workers. Many companies have lost the right to free upgrades
because they have not followed the upgrade pattern or because they failed to pay an annual
maintenance fee.
Record retention policies and procedures are governed not only by company policy, but by
legal requirements. As a general guideline, financial and property records, supporting data,
statistical records or any document relating to an agreement should be retained for a period
of three years after submission of the final payment, or three years after disposition of the
property, whichever is later. This also applies to subcontractors, who should be required to
keep their records at least that long. Some customers may require that records are retained
for a longer period, and you may need to highlight this to other departments or operating
groups to ensure that they comply with a non-standard requirement.
However, there are exceptions to the above guideline. If any litigation, claim or audit is
started before the three-year expiry period, as a rule the records must be retained until
all litigation, claims or audit findings have been resolved. You must keep supporting
documentation, including approvals to purchase and screening documents, as well as the
main documents. Your legal department or risk assessment or audits group may instruct
the groups as to special retention requirements when responding to audits or litigation.
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Lessons learned
The contract manager has a duty to record and disseminate key aspects of contract
performance. There are a few key questions to continually ask throughout the project
and for which the answers should be recorded. What worked well? What didn’t? What
changes are recommended for next time? How might problems be avoided or resolved
more quickly? What did we learn about this customer/supplier, industry, or type of project
that might affect future terms and conditions?
As the project progresses, have a methodology to capture lessons as they occur. Encourage
people to record their lessons and suggestions for future improvement. If you capture the
information as the project progresses, you will capture more and better data than trying
to mine people’s memories after the fact. If the change is suggested to contract language,
sometimes you can incorporate that into standard language templates so that it will be
automatically used on future agreements.
A best practice is to gather the project team together for a final close-out and lessons learned
and review session at the end of the project. You need to do this before the participants
move on to other projects and are difficult to get together again, and while the activities are
fresh in people’s minds. You might find out what about the drafting and negotiation process
worked well, and where they think something could be improved.
It can be difficult for a contracts person to do this, because your participation tends to
occur at the beginning of the relationship, when the contract is drafted. If it is possible
to remain in communication with the production teams or customer, or otherwise to
review the contract’s applicability and effect on a regular basis, you can try to do this. Some
companies assign a contracts person to remain key to the contract, which means you will
be contacted about extensions, amendments, and other changes. These could be opportune
times to learn what is working well and what needs to change, and why.
One more key area regarding lessons learned is that they have to be filed in a manner
that allows people easy access to them and are organized in a manner that provides value.
Just dumping a bunch of ideas on a flip chart and filing it behind your door, or compiling
a pile of text documents that are not classified in any manner are not effective ways to
collect and pass on knowledge. A thoughtful and organized process will allow people to
find the information they require and to use the lessons of past experience. There are many
tools for this; find the one that works for your environment. Some use shared databases,
or have periodic ‘lessons learned’ articles in newsletters or conference calls when these can
be discussed. Other groups use discussion boards and email lists to raise issues and ask for
suggestions to resolve them. If you think that something may be an effective method for
your company and it is not in use, find out who to approach to suggest it.
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34.11

Summary
A contract may end for a variety of reasons, including expiration of term, voluntary
termination by one or both parties, or an unresolved dispute. Closures can be cumbersome
and usually highlight the interfaces between contract managers and finance and legal as
payment, financial instruments and claims may be involved. Some level of continuing
obligation even after formal termination may need to be addressed.
The manner in which a contract ends is as important as to how it starts. The parties should
have a defined close-out procedure that takes into consideration:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical completion of contract items have been verified
Obligations defined in the contract have been completed
Continuing obligations are enabled
Necessary forms, reports, and clearances have been obtained
Final payment(s) have been made and accounts reconciled
Lessons learned have been documented
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Annex A Glossary
Acceptance criteria: these are the criteria to determine that the business objectives have
been met, and that the requirements have been delivered.
Activity-Based Costing (ABC): provides an understanding of the true and complete cost
of an activity by allocating overheads to products and services, moving overhead into
direct cost based on an appropriate allocation of the overhead in relation to the proportion
relevant to the specific product or service.
Alternative dispute resolution: ADR. It is generally classified into at least five types:
negotiation, mediation, collaborative law, arbitration and conciliation. ADR is an alternative
to a formal court hearing or litigation.
BATNA: ‘best alternative to a negotiated agreement’
Battle of the forms: refers to the debate over whose form, contract, document, format, etc.
that the contract will ultimately end up using. It comes from corporations pushing their
form over the other sides, for various reasons.
Bid phase: the second phase in the contract management lifecycle. This phase explores
the bidding and proposal activities undertaken by each party to determine the extent of
the ‘fit’ between needs and capabilities. It examines the financial aspects of the proposed
relationship and highlights the legal and regulatory issues surrounding bid and proposal
activity.
Boilerplate: standard legal language (the small print) used by many companies,
organizations or standard-setting bodies to simplify their contracting procedures.
Boilerplate clauses are drawn from the long legal experience of large firms, and normally
cannot be negotiated by the client or customer.
Break-even analysis: explores the return in terms of that point in time when revenues from
the investment equal the amount of the investment. This is the break-even point.
Change control process: a change control process defines how changes are to be managed
throughout the project and contract lifecycles. It should identify the stages through which
a requested change will pass. It should document: the change description; justification for
the change; impact of the change; acceptance of the change; implementation of the change;
verification of the change.
Civil law: a system of laws based on written legal code that govern disputes between
individuals. Civil law is applied to issues involving property and contracts, as opposed to
criminal acts.
[Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of Business Terms Copyright © 2010 by
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. ]
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Collaborative negotiation strategy: this strategy is based on a win-win premise and has
gained wider acceptance as companies enter into increasingly interdependent relationships
Commercial management: ‘commercial’ is often used to describe activities that are nontechnical and can therefore embrace areas such as sales, marketing and business operations.
Our definition embraces only those areas that are of direct relevance to the structuring,
content and performance of the contract. We see the role of a ‘commercial manager’
or of the ‘commercial process’ to ensure that all relevant stakeholder views have been
incorporated and evaluated, to ensure that the needs (of the customer) and capabilities (of
the supplier) have been aligned. In this sense, we view the contract as a tool to undertake
and oversee ‘commercial assurance’ of a deal or relationship and this may be from either a
customer or supplier perspective.
Common law: common law is a body of legal rules that have been made by judges as they
issue rulings on cases, as opposed to rules and laws made by the legislature or in official
statutes.
Competitive analysis: gaining an understanding of the competitive positioning of
individual companies within the market.
Competitive negotiation strategy: the competitive strategy is based on the win-lose
premise that in order to win the other side must lose.
Consortium: an alliance between companies by which, in tendering for a project, they
make clear to the customer that it is their desire to work together, and that their tenders
have been coordinated on that basis. A consortium has limited and entire scope, stands
behind its own work and participants’ work, has direct control of its own scope, and has
less control over participants’ scope.
Contract change: when the contract is negotiated and signed, the complete requirements
of the final contract documentation represent the agreed position between the parties –
the customer and the supplier. Once the contract document is signed, any alterations,
enhancements, deletions or substitutions are, therefore, changes.
Contract close-out: the process that confirms the contract is officially terminated by
performance and that there are no uncompleted legal obligations of either the customer
or the supplier. Close-out assures that the correct payment is made to the supplier, the
correct deliverables are received by the customer stakeholders, and administrative and
fiscal obligations have been performed including disposition of property and assets.
Contract clause: a provision included in a written agreement or contract. A contract clause
will address an aspect of the contract between parties, detailing the agreement to ensure all
parties understand what is expected of the other.
Contract claim: a supplier can initiate a contract claim for a variety of reasons: the
customer’s failure to meet responsibilities, or having to do more work than agreed to,
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incurring more cost or having the program changed by the customer outside the formal
change control process.
Contract management: the planning, monitoring and control of all aspects of the contract
and the motivation of all those involved in it to achieve the contract objectives on time and
to the specified cost, quality and performance..
Contract or Commercial Manager: the role assigned to contract management activities.
These terms should be taken as indicating the performance of particular contract-related
tasks, irrespective of who is actually performing them.
Contract owner: a specific individual – identified either by name or by title – who has
ultimate responsibility to ensure the implementation and oversight of the contract and
successful delivery of its expected deliverables or outcomes.
Contracting process: a high-performing business process through which successful
contracts and trading relationships are formed and managed. Differences in the process
will result from the types of contract or relationship that a business wishes to enable;
for example, high volume commodities demand a fundamentally different model from
complex services or major, long-term projects. The list of tasks remains consistent; the
difference is over who performs those tasks, how they are performed, and the time it takes
to reach completion.
Cost/benefit analysis: this analysis consists of three steps:
1. Calculate the investment cost
2. Project the savings or additional revenue
3. Determine return on investment (ROI) from the cash flows
Step 1, investment costs, can be thought of as the costs associated with completing the
project. Step 2, expense savings, can be thought of as the day-to-day operational costs of
the business function that is affected by the project. Expense savings are the benefit side of
a cost / benefit analysis. Step 3, the ROI, shows whether the project is worthwhile given the
projected expense savings.
CSF: Critical success factor
Deliverable: a specific and defined obligation within the contract to deliver a particular
item, which may be tangible (e.g. a manual, a product), or intangible (e.g. an idea or a
service). ‘The Deliverables’ lie at the heart of most contracts.
Development phase: the third phase in the contract management lifecycle. This phase is
dedicated to the development of an appropriate form of contract and the considerations
and issues that most frequently require attention. It provides a framework that should
enable better understanding of the risks associated with the specific relationship that is
being evaluated and also provides a base for negotiation planning.
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Dispute: in contract management a dispute is an unresolved issue between contracting
parties: the customer as the principal and the supplier as the provider of goods and services.
Dispute resolution: the method by which the parties to an agreement will reach resolution
on disagreements. The dispute resolution process may involve a series of steps through
which escalation of the dispute will occur. These may include internal forums (for example,
executive management within each company) as well as external methods, such as
Mediation, Arbitration or Litigation.
Due Diligence: generally, due diligence refers to the care a reasonable person should take
before entering into an agreement or a transaction with another party.
e-auctions: electronic auctions (or reverse electronic auctions as they are sometimes
called) are on-line auctions where selected bidders submit offers electronically against the
purchaser’s specification.
ERP: enterprise resource planning
Equity Joint Venture: an Equity Joint Venture entity has a separate identity and autonomy in
pursuing strategic business opportunities. The investors typically have allocated degrees of:
• Ownership (this can vary from under 50 percent - non-controlling - to 70 percent or
more - complete control)
• Operational responsibilities
• Financial risks and rewards
Final acceptance: applies when the contract is a project with milestones to be met. The last
milestone may be final acceptance, or there may be a review and final acceptance after the
last milestone is reached. It can occur at three distinct levels: unconditional acceptance,
partial acceptance and total rejection.
Financial model: financial modeling usually refers to cash flow forecasting, which involves
the creation of detailed models, which are used for strategic decision making.
Force majeure: can be translated as a ‘superior force’ or ‘act of God’. When incorporated
into a contract it usually provides that if a party does not perform an obligation under the
contract (for example, provision of services) for reasons outside that party’s control (such
as a natural disaster or the outbreak of war), the other party will not make that party liable
for non-performance.
Green Team review: the Green Team review enables the pursuit team to gain an outside
perspective on removing roadblocks, filling in missing information and finding new
areas of advantage. Green Team members are selected from outside the pursuit team,
representing various areas of the organization. They are selected for their ability to work
in a creative environment and to propose ‘out of the box’ ideas. They bring their expertise,
networks, and organizational knowledge to bear on the problems and solutions proposed
by the pursuit team. (See also Red Team review.)
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Incoterms 2000: International Commercial Terms (Incoterms) evolved by International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC), Paris. Incoterms 2000 are the standard trade definitions
most commonly used in international contracts.
Initiate phase: the first phase in the contract management lifecycle. This phase is devoted
to ensuring understanding of markets and their interaction with business needs and goals.
It explains the importance of aligning these factors with contract structures, terms, policies
and practices, to increase the probability of successful trading relationships and the overall
efficiency of the contracting process. Without such alignment, contracts rapidly become
viewed as an impediment to doing business.
IPR: Intellectual Property Rights
Intellectual property (IP): includes inventions, patents, computer programs, product and
service names, technical and business information, logos, artwork, geographic indication
of source, industrial design, etc.
Internal rate of return (IRR): an IRR calculation forecasts the rate of return offered by
an investment project over its useful life and is sometimes called the yield on project. It
is estimated by finding the discount rate that equates the present value of a project’s cash
outflow with the present value of its cash inflow. The calculation results in finding the
discount rate that will cause the net present value of a project to be equal to zero.
ICCPM: International Centre for Complex Project Management
JAD: Joint Application Development
Joint venture: a cooperative business activity between two or more separate organizations
for strategic purposes. These organizations can be privately owned companies, government
agencies or other existing joint ventures. The joint venture may be implemented solely
through contractual agreements to engage in cooperative or joint activities. In the marketing
context, these are usually called ‘Teaming Agreements’ while in the development context
they are more commonly termed ’Joint or Cooperative Development Agreements’. A true
joint venture is implemented through a new entity in which a company and other parties
make an equity (ownership right) investment.
KPI: key performance indicator
Last gap: in a negotiation the last gap is the last step necessary to reach an agreement
between the negotiating parties.
Lessons learned: a process for capturing and documenting key questions to continually
ask throughout the life of the contract and the answers, such as “What went well?” and
“How could that aspect have been managed better?” An effective process will allow people
to find the information they require and to use the lessons of past experience.
Letter of Intent: is generally an agreement to agree. It outlines the terms between parties
who have not formalized an agreement into a contract. Letters of Intent are generally not
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binding and unenforceable; they should be used with caution. Such letters indicate an
intention to do something at a later date.
Manage phase: the final phase in the contract management lifecycle. This phase examines
the approaches needed to ensure successful implementation and management of the
signed agreement. Many contracts span multiple years and it is frequently the case that
they undergo major changes and, potentially, fundamental renegotiations. It is this phase
that determines whether or not the results or outcomes envisaged at the time of contract
signature are in fact achieved – or perhaps even exceeded.
Market segmentation: the process of splitting customers, or potential customers, in a
market into different groups, or segments, within which customers will respond similarly to
a marketing action. Market segmentation enables companies to target different categories
of customers who perceive the full value of certain products and services differently from
one another.
Master Agreement: is a contract reached between parties, in which the parties agree to
most of the terms that will govern future transactions or future agreements. A master
agreement permits the parties to quickly negotiate future transactions or agreements,
because they can rely on the terms of the master agreement, so that the same terms need
not be repetitively negotiated, and to negotiate only the deal-specific terms.
Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU): a written document executed by certain parties
which establishes intentions, policies or procedures of mutual concern. It does not require
either party to obligate funds and does not create a legally binding commitment.
Monte Carlo simulations: problem solving technique used to approximate the probability
of certain outcomes by running multiple trial runs, called simulations, using random
variables.
Negotiation phase: the fourth phase in the contract management lifecycle. This phase
provides an in-depth guide to negotiation of a contract. It recognizes that a growing
number of negotiations are today ‘virtual’, using technology as an alternative to face-toface meetings. It also highlights many of the issues and challenges that contract negotiators
tend to encounter, both within their own organization and with the behavior or attitudes
of the other side.
NPV: Net Present Value: the difference between the present value of cash inflows and the
present value of cash outflows. NPV is used in capital budgeting to analyze the profitability
of an investment or project.
NDA: non-disclosure agreement. A signed formal agreement in which one party agrees to
give a second party confidential information about its business or products and the second
party agrees not to share this information with anyone else for a specified period of time.
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Opportunity cost: represents the potential impact of options not chosen when an
investment decision is made. Opportunity costs usually represent soft, less-quantifiable
costs, and can only be based on forecasting and analysis.
Options evaluation: a method whereby the possible options generated by the team can
be assessed to identify the option or group of options most likely to meet the business
requirements.
Outcome: the term used to describe the totality of what the contract is set up to deliver. For
example, this could be an installed computer system with trained staff to use it, backed up
by new working practices and documentation; a refurbished and equipped building with
all the staff moved in and working; or the provision of repair and maintenance services that
ensure high levels of product or service availability, compliance with safety regulations and
on-going cost reductions.
PLM: product lifecycle management
POC: (single) point of contact
Positional negotiation: the positional style tends to lead to what are termed win-lose
results and correlates to a competitive negotiation strategy.
Prime contractor: has entire scope, stands behind its own work and subcontractors’ work,
has direct control of its own scope, and has contract control over subcontractors’ scope.
Principled negotiation: the principled negotiation style leads to win-win results. It is
employed when a negotiator is serious about finding a mutually acceptable solution and
correlates to a collaborative negotiation strategy.
Procurement: the combined activities of acquiring services or goods, including ordering,
arranging payment, obtaining transportation, inspection, storage, and disposal.
[Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of Business Terms Copyright © 2010 by
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company.]
Procurement contracts: contracts of sale where an offer to buy or sell goods is made by
acceptance of the offer and where the supplier transfers, or agrees to transfer, the property
in goods to the buyer, for a money consideration called the price. The definition of the term
‘goods’ may vary according to the law enacted for the territory.
Quick win: a cost reduction opportunity that can be fully implemented within twelve
months and has no detrimental impact upon the medium and long-term strategies within
the Commodity/Category plans.
RACI model: an approach for defining levels of stakeholder involvement, assessed as:
• R - Who is responsible
• A - Who is accountable
• C - Who needs to be consulted
• I - Who needs to be informed
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Red Team review: the Red Team performs an independent review and assessment from
the customer’s perspective, based on the completed RFP. The Red Team comprises senior
departmental managers who read the entire proposal or specific sections with the aim of
ensuring the proposal complies with the requirements of the RFP, is clear and consistent
and addresses the key win themes throughout, while identifying any risks to the supplier
or the purchaser. (See also Green Team review.)
Request for Information: RFI: the customer has little information about the solution and
needs to explore an idea or get information from suppliers about how they would solve the
customer’s needs.
Request for Proposal: RFP: used to solicit proposals from suppliers where the customer
has strong and well thought out business requirements.
Request for Quotation: RFQ: the customer has precise information about purchase
(usually a commodity item), there is little variation in the product and the customer is
primarily interested in the best price on the best terms.
RGS: Requirements gathering session
ROI: Return on investment
RFx: [a combination of] any of the following – RFI, RFQ, RFP
Risk register: a risk register catalogs individual risks, gives information about the threat
they pose and how they are to be managed, and provides updates on the impact of the risk.
Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a comprehensive tool [document] to monitor and
manage supplier performance for the provision or receipt of the services provided. The
SLA typically identifies the fixed measurements for the delivery of the services and spells
out measurements for performance and consequences for failure. It must include:
• Levels of required performance
• Consequences for failure to reach or maintain these levels
• Descriptions of the parties’ roles and responsibilities in achieving the performance
levels
SMART objectives: Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Relevant and Time-bound
STEEP: Sociological, Technological, Economic, Environmental and Political factors
SOO: Statement of Objectives (SOO)
Statement of Work (SOW): is a document describing the essential and technical
requirements for items, materials, or services, including the standards that will be used to
determine whether the requirements have been met. A Statement of Work may be simple
or complex, flexible or definitive, depending on what it describes
A subcontractor has limited scope, stands behind its own work, and has direct control of
its own scope.
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Sweep clause: the intention of a Sweep clause is to make sure the customer did not miss
something that the supplier would claim was not in scope, then demand additional
compensations to perform the work that was implied. A balanced Sweep clause is one
that includes services related to the RFP services that were being provided by the previous
supplier just before contract signing.
SWOT: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats analysis
Termination: ending the contractual relationship before its natural, or originally
anticipated, end date. Termination may be for convenience, where the parties agree to part
ways or end the contract mutually; or for cause, where there is a breach of the agreement.
Terms and conditions: a term is a part of the contract that addresses a specific subject.
Contract clauses contain terms. A condition is a phrase that either activates or suspends
a term. A condition that activates a term is called a condition precedent. A condition that
suspends a term is called a condition subsequent.
A condition is a phrase that either activates or suspends a term. A condition that activates a
term is called a condition precedent. A condition that suspends a term is called a condition
subsequent.
Terms Audit: a review of contract terms to ensure that terms align with business objectives,
market or business needs and priorities, resource capabilities and commitments, business
processes (and opportunities for their improvement), and risk assumptions
TCO: total cost of ownership. TCO calculations can include the obvious: purchase cost,
implementation costs, maintenance and support costs. Thorough cost of ownership
analysis embodies a cradle-to-grave view of costs: from resources required to develop the
business case, draft the Request For Proposals (RFP) and manage the bid process, through
to decommissioning and disposal of the asset.
TUPE: Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006, which
regulates the transfer of staff from one employer to another.
Turnkey project/contract: the term ‘turnkey’ in business terminology means that the
buyer needs only to turn the ‘key’ to the system [or facility] and it will work. Integral parts
of a contract to buy a turnkey system [or facility] of any type are the terms and conditions
for the acceptance of the system [or facility] and when/how payments will be made.
The contract must define what it means for the system [or facility] to work, and what is
expected of the system [or facility], so that the buyer can accept the system [or facility] and
the supplier can be paid/recognize revenue.
UCITA: Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (US legislation).
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UNCISG: UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. Applies when
trading internationally - the CISG applies to seventy-six nations, including most of the
major trading nations.
Underpinning contract: a contract with an external supplier covering delivery of goods or
services that support the performance of the Master Agreement or contract.
UCC: Uniform Commercial Code. Applies when trading within the US.
Vested outsourcing: an outsourcing relationship where companies and service providers
become vested in each other’s success, creating a true win-win solution.
What-if scenarios: these allow the customer to explore suppliers’ reactions to unplanned
situations, such as increased throughput, or accelerated implementation requirements.
WTO: World Trade Organization
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